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Introduction
This text is primarily a reflection piece on the home, emerging from my earliest memories of
home and arriving at current definitions whilst also reflecting on meanders in between. Such
ruminations are seemingly shared by my peer group and I offer my own experience of how
the notion of home is being configured and articulated by a specific young black segment of
society.
Departing from my family roots in uMsinga (Greytown), the essential home, I reflect on a
time of meandering between rented places in the city until finally arriving at what, today, we
call the family home in Westrich, Newlands West. My interest in the abode, as it were, is
primarily due to these meanders and the stretched notions of home that are a consequence
of the tensions between rural and urban that contribute to black identity in contemporary
South Africa. I use my own family as a site of knowledge to nourish some preliminary ideas
on this subject.
The ability to exist in this rural-urban duality was manageable at some point, but has become
increasingly difficult to maintain under current circumstances of professional demands,
mobility, and extending family branches amidst separations due to economic disparity
among family members. At a time when grandparents couldn’t be in the city and in the rural
area in equal measure, some difficult trade-offs had to be made; which of the two do you
adopt as home? In other cases, the responsibility to make the trade-off rested on the
shoulders of our parents. Questions arise around how one occupies and invests in the city
whilst staying in close orbit (or in fact still belonging) to the family home in the rural area.
Two terms, imvelaphi (your roots) and ikhaya elikhulu (the main house) convey the central
questions throughout this passage.
It seems to me that as my peers invest in space (be it in the suburb or the township, and at
times, in both), there is the additional consideration of how to orientate oneself to the “main
home”. This has a direct bearing on family formations and identity. Fascinated by this
dialectic and feeling the need to articulate it brought me to this enquiry of the home, the
family and the rural-urban divide and its relation to blackness.
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These dialectics are negotiated differently based on key factors such as (1) class/ economic
bracket, (2) the location of the black body in the city (whether it be an informal dwelling,
ownership in the suburb or ownership in the township) and of course (3) gender. In my case,
being raised by a mother and grandmother complicated this even further.
Roving between living places also ruptures family life. It disallows the space and time
required for a family to fully come into being in ways that they might desire. While “space
and time” is a philosophical concept, it also refers to physical containment in the sense of
small living quarters that further restrict many kinds of natural expressions that come with
being human. South African black families aren’t nuclear ones consisting of two parents with
one or two children. Instead, we’re constantly surrounded by and cohabit with what we have
come to call “sister cousins” or “cousin brothers” and family friends who have come to etch
a life in the brutal city. The combination of these elements offers an opportunity to reflect on
what family, home and identity is in the city - and also helps us to imagine urban/ rural
networks that facilitate smooth integration into the urban fabric. Finally, it enables us to
examine the ways in which black folk could occupy the city. What might be other ways of
being in the city, in the suburbs (in relation to the rural) and the township? These questions
(some rhetorical) led to my interest in urban studies and architecture as planning a city or
building should take account of these cultural dynamics as we rewrite urbanism in Africa.
This preoccupation led me to investigate how identity could be meshed into planning whilst
probing architecture’s potential to humanise with the same vigour that it serves capitalism.
Further questions that I seek to answer relate to the responsibility of the current black
generation to lobby for urban planning and architecture to recuperate the black image.
Beyond the scope of this paper, I am interested in bringing into conversation a number of
artists who are working with this subject matter in the disciplines of photography, jazz and
painting. While their works are relatable and relevant to a growing black middle-class, they
are also auto-biographical and express an aesthesis which will serve as an important
element in black urban history for future generations.
At some point, I briefly browse a glossary of terms used to describe the place of shelter in
rather problematic and passive ways even though the implications are quite detrimental. If
not detrimental, they help us understand the underlying intentions behind their use. One
such term that I obsess over is servant quarters. I constantly return to it in an attempt to
disarm and emphasise its dehumanising quality which has gone unchecked despite the
tangible damage it causes. I also use servant quarters to highlight the eventual responsibility
that rests on the RDP home as a site of healing and of unpicking the entanglements of this
notion.
I use my family structure as a university to think through some of these questions and
hopefully deepen the need for radical black urbanism that works from the ontology of
blackness. If the ideals proposed are not instituted through a systemic form, we propose
that they are held firmly as a personal responsibility of the discerning practitioner. That’s
the ambition!
A Distant Notion of Home (uMsinga as home in principle but not in a lived sense)
My family’s history in Durban started with the family matriarch, my recently late grandmother,
who arrived in Durban, by way of Pietermaritzburg, from eMsinga. It could be said that she
not only altered the trajectory of the Hlongwane home, but her invisible hand has extended
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over generations to sketch the complexity that I offer here. This text is in conversation with
her, started by her.
While she left home due to undesirable circumstances, my grandmother always made it
clear that her final resting place would be eMsinga. Despite having spent five decades in
the city, uMsinga was the centre of her existence. And so I understood quite early on that
home is somewhere from whence you come; you are defined by it and by those you are
related to. In other words, it is very much your foundation.
uMsinga always seemed to serve as a steady spiritual base, albeit distant from me, despite
the fact that I spent school holidays there and was part of the annual year-end exodus to
the rural areas. Distant, not only in the Pythagorean sense but also psychologically.
uMsinga felt like a solid place from which to work on myself, a reliable departure point but
by no means a destination. Over time it occurred to me that the older generation saw it as
both, a starting point and a destination – asserted through the constant reminder from our
grandparents to be buried at home. This can also be understood through the words “inkaba”
and “umlotha” – inkaba meaning and representing the umbilical cord (or birth) and umlotha
being ashes upon death. This insistence is given context by the political economy which
forced them to negotiate duality quite suddenly and against their will. Despite this rural-urban
duality, it was clear that their investment was in the rural home – and that this was a form of
moving ahead, as opposed to moving on.
Connected to this, the desire to be buried back home arises from a longing for a place from
which the black body was suddenly displaced during colonial and apartheid times. The older
generation’s insistence on burial in the rural area could be understood as a spiritual return
“to home” amongst your forebears. As the popular phrase goes, ukubuyela kwelo
babamkhulu (loosely translated to mean to return, spiritually, to my forefathers). It is also
reflected in the widely held view that a “traditional man” cannot build a satisfactory home in
the city. This is explained in the following paragraph.
The triangulation of the home, the forefather/ foremother (ancestors) and the spiritual home
sits amidst a sophisticated ontological framework which remains sacred and therefore
inappropriate to discuss in this reflection piece. However, what is worth pondering is how
modern capitalism disrupts the ontological understanding of home. Whilst researching this
work, it became clear to me that the home is not an asset class for this generation of seniors,
like it is in the city by way of title deeds. A senior, Mr Qwabe explained that we are custodians
of the home, not owners of it. This view is predicated by a deeper philosophy of traditional
governance. The duty of custodianship of the home based on the ontological understanding,
is difficult to seamlessly integrate with the current political economy - in fact, it is in conflict
with it. There are emerging cases of family splits based on opposing ideologies of how the
inherited home ought to be managed after the elders have passed on. This is just one
example to illustrate the contention of rural and urban schemas. These cases can be found
in townships such as Soweto.
At this point in my own maturity, uMsinga is not just a reliable base but a critical foundation
from which to work on myself, nor is it a distant home (as in the title of this section), as it
forms a critical basis for my urban existence. Therefore, I do not refer to myself (or my peers)
as people of the urban and of the rural (as if to imply a duality). In fact, we are more complete
because the rural nourishes the urban and vice versa. In this case, uMsinga started as a
distant notion of home, yet on deeper reflection, I have come to understand it as a
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destination I have yet to arrive at, intellectually. In brief, I cannot view the two (urban/ rural)
as opposites, but rather as complementary. They form an undulating long narrative which,
however, may not be seamless. It is thus the work of this generation to produce uniting
narratives of these interstices of the urban and rural.
In as much as my grandmother’s wish was to be laid to rest in the soil from which she came,
the same might not apply to me. While I see a different kind of return for myself; it has not
yet been resolutely articulated. Nonetheless, it is something that I am, and most likely, will
be grappling with for the period ahead. In part, this involves acknowledging the past as being
present and accepting my grandmother’s position whilst proposing a different rationale that
rejects the dichotomous rural and urban view. I view the one as an extension of the other.

Home That Is Not Home (growing up in Overport where my mother worked as a
domestic)
From the age of five until my early twenties, I, along with my peers with whom I share the
same concerns of homeliness (but differ on many points), lived in what is crudely called
“servant quarters”, – a demeaning term that is still used by developers and estate agents.
This form of abode has a direct bearing on how one relates to the city; and the world. It also
informs how one sees oneself in the world. One can only imagine what living in such an
abode does to the confidence and outlook of the young mind.
The greatest conundrum of this living arrangement was the proximity of two stark realities
within a few feet of each, the servant quarters and the main house. Coping with being
surrounded by opulence on a daily basis, yet being so distant from it, requires a certain kind
of schizophrenia. From my perspective, my longing for a place of pride was masked by a
longing for comfort. This was due to the fact that young children do not have the political
language to articulate the underlying need; it appears as longing for something basic like
comfort when the actual need is something much deeper, pride.
It is fair to say that Overport provided a place of “rest”, but not a place to produce the self.
Of course, this state of liminality (of being at a place you call home yet not “at-home”) can
offer fertile ground to ask questions about home and belonging in relation to the self.
It was between this and the next chapter in my life that I experienced what I was to later
understand as a generative alienation (as articulated by the Otolith Group from the writing
of Octavia Butler) from a place that I returned to every day to rest, yet couldn’t completely
call home, although it was so bound up in my every day lived experience. To be in the place
yet not of-the-place, or perhaps to be refused the grounds to belong.
Unlike my elders, during this time, I did long for a place left behind, although I had developed
a longing for something else as I had no prior memories to reference. I would dare to say
that one can never be quite comfortable under such conditions. Despite the exterior
appearance of the suburbs, what is called a “servant quarters” is one of many violences
imposed on black bodies. It was also through this lens that I learnt that this form of living
does not create the conditions for family life and for the individual to self-actualise. It also
impacts on human love and relations amongst family members.
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Beyond the walls of the servant’s quarters, the individual encounters further forms of nonbelonging, including police searches, and make-shift meeting spaces where domestic
workers congregate, be it on street corners or on patches of grass. Despite this, these black
women strategise ways of collectivising through stockvels, prayer meetings and other forms
of sisterhood. I understood that it is through these modes of sororities that a different kind
of community and family can emerge – the construction of a family beyond surname, clan
name or other natural dispositions. This multi-culturalism offered by the city that allows the
individual to question rigid notions of being ultimately led me to a cultural pliability within
blackness. Others might call it the essential building blocks of a Pan-Africanist.
When people migrate to the city, they move with their folkways and mores, both of which
are put to the test in the suburbs; they have no choice but to transmutate. Rituals also faced
the same fate of needing to be retrofitted to fit the context. This transmutation of these
ontologies provided me with counter-evidence to the idea of the monolithic personhood as
defined by a basic articulation of tradition. Like people, things can and should change as
they manoeuvre across space. The tension however, lies in which or what parts change and
which or what parts remain intact.
What became a serious preoccupation for me was how black people of different nationality,
age, gender (sexual orientation), clan and tribal backgrounds were generating meaning
beyond what their temporary shelter in the form of a servant’s quarters would allow. A
kaleidoscopic vocabulary emerged that incisively described the suburbs from the position of
the (invisible) black person operating in that space. That vocabulary was as political as it
was cynical. On the topic of language, I later understood that “fana’ka’lo” is a different pidgin
formation; it is a violence and an invasion of a language. It is the denigration of a people’s
sense of world-making. At the centre of this complexity was a generation of black youth who
were born at the cusp of democracy and achieved economic mobility under a very specific
subjectivity which I seek to articulate here. They were born of traditional parents, but in an
urban environment and they cross a class divide; all the while needing to balance multiple
values that at time are at odds with one another.
In short, they had to understand that, this home that is not (your) home, and the community
that is not (your) community invites the subject to reimagine how they ought to occupy that
moment, in preparation, perhaps, for when they might have the currency to make home and
community in that same environment of the suburb.
At this point, it is not only home that is under question; but community. And, of course,
belonging.
A Roaming Sense of Home (a period where we moved around renting places)
Our family left the proverbial servant quarters and moved around Overport as we
accommodated more family members moving to Durban to etch out a life for themselves.
The exodus to the city around the early to mid-nineties became very apparent to me and
these new beings also provided me with the chance to see the city anew, through their eyes.
I guess there is some sense of agency, as miniscule as it may be, when living in a rented
abode. Although not outright, there is a degree of assurance, unlike the previous
arrangement. I assume there is a sense of claim to something you’ve paid for, albeit
temporarily. This does not take away from the feeling of roaming, roaming for a home, for a
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deeper sense of belonging beyond a shallow affinity to the city as a young boy. This period
of roaming was in fact freedom, a sign of mobility and of moving along, which is obviously
different from moving ahead or moving on. The city could be occupied through this transitory
mode – indeed, it is best navigated this way. On deeper reflection, I understood the power
of being deeply seated in a journey yet not rooted in a place; a principle that, as a mature
being, now underpins my life and profession as I constantly move across cities and
countries. The process of roaming can be annoying and unsettling for some, but for me, it
was saturated with possibilities, unlike being in a place at the mercy of fate, a fate you
couldn’t control. This nomadism of my family within the neighbourhood of Overport mirrored
the macro nomadism from the rural to the urban. The fluidity of this time also meant a fluidity
in identity, the fact that one’s identity couldn’t be defined through a prescribed schema. I
underwent an extreme cultural stretching during this time where I lived in an Indian
community as a black kid, attending a high school in Sydenham (a community racialised
coloured) with a wide spectrum of friends, including some white people.
uMsinga was quite weak on my radar at this point, whilst different family formations became
visible to me through cultural immersion across the races and classes of South Africa. I
understood that our circumstances were not complicated but rather sophisticated. This shift
in understanding provided much more generative thinking, especially after a brief period of
moving from one place to another.
Creating A Home (moving to Westrich where my family is currently based)
When the domestic worker turns from the pristine kitchen, she returns to her family; to rest,
to reconstitute herself and continue with the affairs of her “kitchen” or household. She does
this within what is termed and ideologically understood as servant quarters. Thus, even at
rest and in recuperation, the domestic does so within the frame of “servitude” as, by
definition, the servant quarters is an oppressive abode. This begs the question, where does
this person produce self and what kind of selfhood can arise from the servant quarters,
especially when her children use this framework as their first semblance of “home” in the
city? The over-emphasis on this form of abode aims to highlight the responsibility that is
ultimately placed on the RDP home to heal the fracture and liberate the same family. Whilst
on definitions, it is worth challenging other terminologies used by administrators such as
“plot” and/ or “lot” which downplay or undermine the possibilities and the work set out for the
RDP home in relation to a family.
In around 1999, in my early teenage years, my mother was handed a title deed to a RDP
“lot”. I instantly knew that this piece of paper was the sum of her and my grandmother’s
efforts in the city; it was their claim to a piece of it. And so the work of creating a home, a
family and being placed within a community started. There is a certain kind of confidence
that comes with having a place you call home. This milestone raised a few questions. Where
do I situate this home given the historical context of the black family and the “main house”,
eMsinga? An even harder question was: how do we contribute to building a community from
scratch as we were amongst the first families to occupy our home in the community?
The former is easier to answer, and the latter has seldom been responded to with a
compelling answer that is beyond rhetoric and practical. If RDP communities could usher in
the ideals of a new urbanism, what should they be? How could these communities go
beyond providing shelter to become sites where black people self-actualise and thrive,
materially and otherwise?
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I knew that what lay ahead was the work of transforming the lot into a home, not only through
construction but through making meaning and investing in the site, materially and otherwise.
It took about 15 years before the site became a home in many ways and could finally fulfil
most of the demands that black families impose on space. uMsinga re-enters the frame
because it became clear that this home does not exist in a vacuum, but sits within a long
genealogy spanning many generations of migration from the point when the family first
arrived in eMsinga, moved from village to village, and established our home in Durban, fifty+
years after my grandmother’s arrival in the city. This elongated and uninterrupted lineage of
what we can call black place-making could make for a deeper new urbanism for and by
black subjects. It would mean that the urban or the township is not in opposition to the rural.
It might be separate, but it is an extension of it.
Like people, space is not one dimensional; it cannot only exist in the physical sense, but has
to be mobilised through other means of existence. With perspective, I learnt that space is
also occupied in its temporal sense. There is contestation between the servant’s quarters
and the eventual RDP home of the domestic worker. The RDP home acts as an eraser (of
inhumanity) and rewriter of a certain kind of dignity and emplacement. One is tempted to
conclude that a somewhat straight line can be drawn between these two structures of
shelter. Since the servant’s quarters is a structure that is hidden or consumed by the main
house, the RDP home centres that subject that was once (and for a long time) a shadow of
that household. In this sense, the RDP home goes beyond shelter and financial collateral
(as expounded by social housing administrators); it goes the extra mile to enable humanity.
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This is especially true given the history of black subjects and displacement, both in the rural
area and later in the township. The RDP home is the detergent to the servant’s quarters.
The history of community members in RDP communities is different but they often have the
same emotional position which is that of recuperating the family image or a place where the
immediate and extended family can finally assemble and organise itself in the city.
I thus understood that occupation of our family home was not just occupation of a plot, but
the occupation of space and time or an occupation of history where the black subjects (more
specifically, the domestic) is not a mere footnote. Suffice to say that the responsibility placed
on the plot of the RDP home is enormous; however, to call it a “lot”, “plot” or site indicates
the overly simplified and passive understanding of these homes by administrators.
Our family home is bound up with our previous iterations of temporary shelters but also
aspires to “unbound” us, giving the RDP site a particular charge. I understood early on that
the urgency to build a home was in actual fact an attempt to offer something, but not
something I would simply call pride or dignity (as that implies something more problematic)
but certainly a gesture within the realms of freedom, self-determination and a kind of
immunity. When I think of investing in that space in non-material ways, I could cite church
services that happen in that house as leaving a sonic resonance that reverberates long after
the service is over. Every sacrifice through ritual is a means of stamping an identity onto this
place until the site is charged and mobilised to possess intuition. This intuition of space
serves as the connection to the hereafter, call it ancestors or spirituality (of place). None of
this is possible in a servant’s quarters.
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It was only after our home was complete and replete with family life that I understood the
violence of the servant’s quarters and what it meant not to have a home or a base. Only
then did I understand what a family is and could be. I could also understand the oppressions
imposed by spatial confinement on family life and the individual. It can thus be argued that
a level of relative distance is required in order to fully appreciate what has been
compromised and altogether missed in the previous abodes.
Once one has one’s own place, long-term thinking is possible that is not based on precarity,
but on affirmation. One can comfortably think about future generations and their base in a
home that has history and meaning. This home is also the first abode of the family away
from eMsinga and that is a milestone in itself. It has to straddle the idea of a home as an
asset class and the notion that a home is only looked after for the next generation who will
in turn play the same custodianship role for those who come after them. In other words, this
house embodies this new black urbanism set in motion by the family matriarch when she
left uMsinga some 50 years ago.
The indigenous logic of home is at odds with the ways in which administrators have imagined
and managed social housing since its inception (in the new dispensation). Much of the
literature refers to administrators and bureaucrats that expound on social housing as a
means to enter the urban economy, neglecting the social factors that create value for people.
Amongst many other issues, the neglect of this social dimension reproduces the same social
immobility as apartheid townships.
On further reflection, Westrich seems like a site where this new black urbanism is making
itself legible.
To build a home is one thing; to build community is another altogether. Houses aren’t enough
to create thriving black communities. We have to think of emplacement (given the history of
displacement) that invites and encourages collective place-making. This would mean that
the building of these communities is never complete. I would hope that teams of varied
professionals including NGOs, academics, ethnographers, urbanists and artists would
return every five to seven years to work with the energy of the place to assemble the
fundamentals for these communities to thrive. In other words, soft infrastructure is required
after the hard infrastructure has been laid and this (soft infrastructure) is revisited after a
five-year period. It would be imprudent for us to leave the provision of such infrastructure
solely to government.
This is not to say that people are mere victims, as there are many forms of collectivism and
agency - they are simply disparate. Church congregations and stockvel societies are more
than what they seem to be on the surface. There are communal moments where the
“community” is strongly enacted, mainly when people die and at ceremonial moments where
a collective force is required. To build a home for people is quite different from creating
communities that will thrive. The latter requires active structural interventions for people to
access. A combination of social equity and social mobility will erode the marginalisation that
the place currently exists under.
In so saying, I learnt to view cases of substance abuse, and other forms of “brutal” leisure
activity; not as mere social ills but more as forms of sophisticated phenomena. Take, for
example, a gqom party (thinking of the substance gqo). At surface level, the circulating
substance is for elation but it actually works as a kind of exorcism - healing from the daily
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inflictions. And what initially felt like a torn social fabric is in fact a negotiation of social values
and unmet needs in contexts where these may compete (due to the different backgrounds
of community members) and encounters between neighbours are renegotiations of these
parameters of self and social equity. What administrators have failed to do is to create a
process where alternative forms of wealth could be made manifest in order to create a
scaffolding for younger generations to move more quickly into grander structures.
If the above reads as a dreary image, allow me to redirect the energy to affirm that Westrich
is a community that is writing its first draft of history whilst also assembling a future; what I
have attempted to do here is to penetrate beneath the visible activity. While I have used and
abused my family structure to think about a black urbanism, there are a number of other
unique family narratives that could help us to grapple with the fundamental needs of black
subjects in the city, beyond plots and lots or shelter.

Towards A Home (searching for my own definition and sense of home)

We register as the black generation who were raised in the suburbs as children of domestics
and who, in a short space of time, occupy the same neighbourhoods with title deeds and
contribute to decisions on how these communities operate. In other words, we register as
the third (in some cases, the fourth) generation of black folk in the city; but are the first
generation to shift economic brackets so quickly and amass so much decision making
power. I surmise that this generation of my peers identifies less based on where they come
from, but are defined by what they imagine for the future. Their plight is not limited to the
“return home” narrative, but by the way they occupy suburbia in a rapidly changing South
Africa. In other words, in an increasingly globalising world, home is not confined to origins
but is expanded by what tomorrow holds for a black urban population that is extensively
writing themselves into suburbia. Some are also injecting traditional practices into these
environments, automatically undermining assimilation but rather writing themselves into
occupation.
Like everywhere else in the globalised world where millennials are rewriting the narrative,
so too, are upwardly mobile black millennials who choose to move across places as opposed
to having a base. However, their cousins prefer to acquire land in peri-urban contexts such
as Imbumbulu, Mfume and Groutville that are affordable and close enough to the city, yet
sufficiently “rural” to be authentically home or at least resemble it in the classical sense. My
search for the meaning and formation of home is also a search for ways in which planning
and architecture could take account of some of the historical and current factors that affect
and animate black life. There is a burning need for architects and planners with the
embodied experience to approach the practice of urban study and design with an ontological
approach relevant to the black South African. Indeed, the meaning cannot only come from
the architect or the planner, but ought to come from cultural theorists; economists and
thinkers from other disciplines.
It is encouraging to see small isolated movements of black people claiming space as
collectives in suburbia; not through assimilation but through politicising blackness. In pursuit
of my definition of home, I find myself returning to eMsinga, not physically but intellectually
as I now understand that the pursuit ahead is inextricably linked to inkaba (the proverbial
umbilical cord). In my view, it would be unwise to place ourselves in the urban space without
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acknowledging those who came before. In as much as I have chosen to make a home in a
very different mode to my parents, the values and psychology that will contain that home will
be similar in many ways – and therefore also traceable to a lineage of place-makers dating
back generations before me. Professor Saidiya Hartmann of the black radical tradition
speaks of the idea of “blackness as trans”, using the dual meaning of trans as “gender” and,
more pertinent to this text, applying trans as mobility; articulating that black bodies are
constantly in “in transit”, departing from blackness; arriving in whiteness but never quite
arriving successfully. Even though this is expressed with regard to the black American
experience, one can think of it in the context of the black subject’s drift into suburbia.
At a time when urban residents feel that they need to disconnect from the rural line of
thought, I am convinced that the home is a site of knowledge, but this can only be so if it
manages to keep drawing itself into previous generations of knowledge and not cut itself off
in attempt to place itself in the “new” or the “now”. It is at the divergence of the future-gazing
and the traditional definition of home where my ideology finds its articulation of what home
should be in the current moment.
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